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What's New

This month Zabbix marks its 15th anniversary as a company! We've got

the priceless experience and gathered the unique community around

during these years. Thank you for sharing this journey with us! Feel free to

read the story of how Zabbix software became one of the world's most

demanded IT monitoring solutions.

Getting closer to the next Zabbix LTS release. Zabbix 5.0.0beta1 version is

out! 3.0.31rc1, 4.0.20rc1 and 4.4.8rc1 versions are also released. 

We have translated the official #Zabbix Demo video into several different

languages. Now the subtitles are available in Russian, Czech, and

Japanese. Please open the video and click the CC button to choose the

language.

Thank you, Zabbix Partners!

Thanks to the Zabbix Partnership network, our professional services are available

everywhere in the world. Every Zabbix's partner makes its contribution to Zabbix's

development and growth. Moreover, our partners are awesome - see yourself!

Dear partners, we kindly thank you for all the Birthday wishes you send us! May there will

be more milestones to reach together!

Meet all Zabbix partners

Learn New Things in Zabbix Blog

Zabbix Aggregate Monitoring Checks Explained

Zabbix Monitoring With Calculated Items Explained

Zabbix Network Discovery For Dynamic Deployments

New Official Integrations Available

Zabbix + Zammad. Zammad is a free open source, a fully-featured web-

based ticketing system for helpdesk or customer support. This guide

describes how to integrate your Zabbix 5.0 installation with Zammad and

provide instructions on setting up a media type, a user, and an action in

Zabbix.

Zabbix + Clickhouse. ClickHouse is an open-source column-oriented DBMS

for online analytical processing. Zabbix presents the template to monitor

ClickHouse by Zabbix 5.0. Most of the metrics are collected in one go,

thanks to Zabbix bulk data collection.

Zabbix + PagerDuty. PagerDuty is an incident management platform that

helps teams detect and fix infrastructure problems quickly. The official

template will help you stay on track of all monitoring activities and resolve

each issue in the shortest possible way. Configure smart notifications with

Zabbix that will be synchronized with PagerDuty

Zabbix + ElasticSearch. Elasticsearch is a distributed, RESTful search and

analytics engine capable of addressing a growing number of use cases.

The template monitors Elasticsearch by Zabbix and works with both

standalone and cluster instances. The metrics are collected in one pass

remotely using an HTTP agent. 

Zabbix + Telegram. Telegram is a cloud-based instant messaging and

voice over IP service. The official guide describes how to send notifications

from Zabbix 4.4 to the Telegram messenger using Telegram Bot API and

Zabbix webhook feature.

Explore all official templates

Join the Community ONLINE

We welcome the Spanish-speaking Zabbix Community to join the online meetup,

organized by the Zabbix Certified Partner in Colombia - Imagunet.

This meetup will be mostly dedicated to the Zabbix 5.0 release and the practical usage of

the Zabbix monitoring tool.
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Alexei Vladishev will deliver the welcome speech, but after there will be speeches about

the upcoming release as well as the use cases from the local companies that

successfully use Zabbix to monitor their IT environment.

The full meetup agenda is coming soon.

All Zabbix events

Join Zabbix Webinars
The quarantine and isolation period it the best time to learn new things online. We

appreciate your thirst for knowledge and work on the webinar agenda, so it would be as

intense and useful as we can. We've added the new webinar about data visualization in

Zabbix as well as started to held webinars in Czech and Italian on a regular basis. And

last but not least - webinars always was and will stay free. Welcome to explore different

angles of Zabbix!

Apr 28, Communicating with Zabbix using

API: create your first integration (EN/RU)

Apr 29, O mundo dos containers:

monitoramento de Docker e Kubernetes

com Zabbix (PT)

Apr 30, Migration to the latest release,

avoiding common pitfalls (EN/RU)

Apr 30, Zabbix + Grafana (IT)

Apr 30, NEW: Visualización de datos con

Zabbix (ES)

May 5, NEW: Data visualization with

Zabbix (EN/RU)

May 5, Aktualizace na poslední verzi

(CZ)

May 7, Instalace Zabbixu v 5 minutách

(CZ)

May 7, Tuning di Zabbix per le migliori

performance (IT)

May 14, Installazione di Zabbix (IT)

May 14, Introducción a Zabbix (ES)

Sign up for a free webinar
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